
Swinetown 
a magical land of possibilities…  

  
I am a Swine from Swinetown, 
made from bones of Roman clay and blood from the River Coles. 
I stand a mere eighty miles from Old London Town 
in a dwindling evergreen landscape. 
The pastures date pre-history conquered, not once, but twice, 
each time leaving a permanent imprint on our present. 
  
The 19th century is in full swing with our Grandmother of Europe on the Throne. 
Swines build the railways, enticing us with the Holiday Line. 
They inhabit the Redbrick Dream terrace  
and dwell in twin gothic turrets of The Barracks. 
On Victoria Hill, guardians stand watch. 
The stone Gargoyles observe and protect us from evil 
whilst at the foot of the hill a wolf stealthily lingers. 
  
In the light of the moon, Swines undulate Gin barrels through the secret tunnels  
from The Lawns to under our contemporaneous feet. 
As the sounder of Swines burrow, flurry, and drink, 
a shadow from the lamplight, restlessly emerges. 
Across the silent night’s air, a knock echoes from the splendid Corn Exchange door. 
“Little pig, little pig, let me come in.” 
With no answer, a wolf lets himself in and transforms the large hall into a theatre. 
As time passes, the wolf’s thespian adulation shifts to The Jive, 
so he renames this magnificent building the Locarno Dance Hall. 
After a while, the wolf falls into demise from daily medicine of Blue Ruin. Simultaneously, 
the building tumbles in decline, untamed with windows boarded from future laughter 
and joy. 
  
Downtown, Swines occupy the magnificent Mechanics Institute. They read from the 
library and provide health care for the work-force. 
One night when the Swines are in the tunnels dispensing Mother’s Milk 
there is a knock at the door. 
“Little pig, little pig, let me come in.” 
With no answer a wolf lets himself in and mades himself at home. 
Under the drunken eye of the wolf, the building falls prey to lack of love and devotion. 
Like her Victorian friend on the hill, her glass is shattered and weeds entwine the broken 
floorboards. 
  
Shortly thereafter, one by one, the progression of the Swines of Swinetown is interrupted 
by a wolf; the Cream of the Valley prohibited and the tunnels sealed. 
The glorious progressive age asleep, entangled in a forrest of weeds. 
Mystically, she awaits her vines to be chopped down and awoken from her deep slumber. 

—The End— 
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